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How doth the earth terrifie and oppress us with terrible earthquakes,
which are most frequent in China, Japan, and those eastern climes,
swallowing up sometimes sis cities at once!—bubton.
Of the many possible violations of sentence accent, one—
common in inferior writers—is illustrated in the next section.
8.  CAUSAL 'AS* CLAUSES
There are two admissible kinds of causal 'as' clauses—the
pure and the mixed. The pure clause assigns as a cause some
fact that is already known to the reader and is sure to occur to
him in the connexion: the mixed assigns as a cause what is not
necessarily known to the reader or present in his mind; it has
the double function of conveying a new fact, and indicating
its relation to the main sentence. Context will usually decide
whether an as clause is pure or mixed; in the following examples,
it is clear from the nature of the two clauses that the first is pure,
the second mixed:
I have an edition with German notes; but that is of no use, as you do
not read German.
I caught the train, but afterwards wished I had not, as I presently
discovered that my luggage was left behind.
The second of these, it will be noticed is unreadable, unless
we slur the as to such an extent as practically to acknowledge
that it ought not to be there. The reason is that, although
a pure clause may stand at any point in the sentence, a mixed
one must always precede the main statement. The pure
clause, having only the subordinate function normally indicated
by as, is subordinate in sense as well as in grammar; and the
declining accentuation with which it is accordingly pronounced
will not be interfered with wherever we may place it. But
the mixed clause has another function, that of conveying
a new fact, for which as does not prepare us, and which en-
titles it to an accentuation as full and as varied as that of the
main statement. To neutralize the subordinating effect of
as, and secure the proper accentuation, we must place the
clause at the beginning; where this is not practicable, as
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